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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a wearable posture device that can detect and 
alert when a person tries to attempt a cross leg at the knee level. 
Generally having a cross leg is considered as normal but if it is 
done regular then it can create large number of problems such as 
damaging the veins, increasing the blood pressure, temporary 
paralysis and sometimes long term numbness. The main problem 
is that we don’t even realize that we are doing it. So, to overcome 
this problem, we have developed a prototype, that can alert the 
user. We have developed two types of prototypes where the first 
one is with feedback and other one is without feedback of our 
activity regarding cross leg.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Cross leg messes with the nerves as it cause more pressure on the 
peroneal nerve which is the major nerve in our leg that passes 
below our knee and along the outside of the leg. This pressure 
causes numbness and temporary paralysis of some of the muscles 
in our foot and leg. Cross leg was tested on forty two participants 
for 12min in [1]. It was shown that, it has increased the systolic 
blood pressure significantly by 6.7mmHg in the hypertensive 
patient and 7.9mmHg in the treated diabetics [2]. Till now in the 
market no devices are available to detect and alert if a person is 
having this kind of posture.  

PROPOSED MODEL 
We have proposed two models for our device. In the first method, 
our device alerts the user by vibrating. Also, user can see the 
feedback of his activity while in the second method the device just 
alert the user by vibrating. We have followed the principle of 
induction coupling which uses an electromagnetic field to transfer 
energy between two objects. Our prototype is as shown in the 
below Fig. 1.  

 
   Figure 1. Prototype of proposed cross leg detector with feedback 
         
 
 
 

 On the back of right knee, we have placed the coil with the 
vibrator along with our developed circuit using Intel Edison. On 
the other knee, we are adding a coil with a battery. When these 
two devices are coming near then the voltage is induced through 
an inductive coupling to the other side. So, when a person is 
trying to attempt a cross leg at the knee level then our device 
starts vibrating. While attempting cross leg, if the back of the knee 
of one leg is a little bit far then it starts to vibrate little and when it 
comes near or if it touches then it starts vibrating more. The 
amount of vibration and the time depends upon the transfer of 
energy through coupling. The Intel Edison calculates the number 
of times we have tried for cross leg. We can see the feedback of 
by connecting our mobile to Intel Edison. In the second method, 
the device gives vibrations without any feedback activity. So the 
size of the prototype became smaller as it is not going to use the 
Intel Edison. The device without feedback is of use and throw 
type. Our device with a cross leg with near and far along with 
feedback activity is as shown below in Fig. 2.  

 
Figure 2. a) A bit far to have cross leg  b) Near to have cross leg 

CONCLUSION 
Our prototype tries to avoid the cross leg at the knee level by 
alerting the user. It is going to help the user indirectly to prevent 
varicose veins, weakening or damaging the veins, causing 
numbness etc.  
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